Abstract-Thanks to globalization, mobile devices have become an inseparable entity of our daily life. We often expect our smart devices (mobile phone, tablet, portable media player) to possess the functionalities of a personal computer. As the technology is getting cheaper, owning multiple mobile devices, each for a specific purpose, is becoming the current trend. For instance, an Android smartphone to fulfill a user's communication needs on-the-go, an iPad could serve the user's reading hobby, and lastly, a laptop for productivity activities. As such, to switch among different devices could be the emerging problem of the current generation. With our proposed Android based remote control app, a user does not only able to control his Windows based office laptop, but he could access to his IOS based devices too. Besides click event and text input, this application also supports panning and zooming gesture inputs.
I. Introduction
The growth of technology in mobile devices nowadays has increased radically, especially the applications in mobile phones. Compared to the cellular phones, mobile phones provide better facilities and conveniences. Users often expect mobile phone can be functioned as a personal computer. Recently, mobile phones which are running on an operating system either IOS or Android are dominated the mobile phones market sales [1] . In the fourth quarter of 2012, Apple and Samsung together raised their worldwide smartphone market share to 52 percent from 46.4 percent in the third quarter of 2012 [2] . The increasing demand on mobile phone has made mobile phone to become a necessity in human life, rather than just a luxury or entertainment device. Every week, new application is designed for its own compatibility, make sure that the application is compatible to the particular mobile phone model and its specification.
There is always inflexibility issue for the users who are using their computers with wired or wireless keyboard and mouse. Users would find it inconvenient to access to their computers while they are sitting far away from the computers. A wireless keyboard and mouse has a fixed distance to control the computers. Hence, remote desktop application has come into the place to overcome this constraint. Remote desktop is one of the best features in mobile phones that allow users to access to remote computer system within either Wi-Fi network or 3G network. It allows users to operate the data that is being stored in the computer through the phone with just a few touches on the phone screen.
However, the existing remote desktop applications could not remotely access to different platforms such as IOS, one of the powerful operating systems in the current trend. This limitation creates problem for the users who own two different OS (Android and IOS) phones or tablets. This inspired the idea of developing the proposed application, which enables the Android users to remote access the files, photos and documents that stored in IOS devices, besides accessing to the windows-based platform. This application turns the Android mobile phone into a portable computer and access data easily just through the palm of the hand. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some of the related Android applications are briefly reviewed in Section 2. The proposed system design is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the implementation process of the proposed system is elaborated. The testing scenario and result are reported in Section 5 and finally, the conclusion is given in Section 6.
II. Existing System
The world-wide sales of Android devices is estimated to grow drastically in the Year 2016, due to the fact that Smartphones have become truly pervasive in every aspect of an employee's life [3] . Since Android is an open source, it is inevitable to provide the opportunities for the Android developers to build or enhance the applications demanded in Android market. Therefore, the improvement and development of existing Android applications is common in Android platform nowadays. Remote desktop is the application that needs to be studied in this project. It allows users to access the computer or laptop from another device anytime anywhere. To better understand the remote access features and the demands of the current market trend, some of the existing remote desktop applications have been analyzed, with the comparison of their specification mentioned as below. iv. Remote Desktop Services [7] : Remote Desktop Services is one of the services that created by Microsoft windows that allow users to access the computer over network remotely by using Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP). It is commonly built into most of the versions of window. It transmits faster, as it sends data rather than images. However it cannot support multiple connections at once, and will use a lot of bandwidth, which affects the speed and responsiveness.
Based on the study on the listed applications, there is no application which is able to provide the privilege for Android users to remote access the Apple proprietary's operating system (IOS). This motivates the idea of designing a remote desktop application which is able to remote different platforms such as Android to IOS. Furthermore, the proposed prototype is able to perform various types of operations such as, text input, pinch gesture, zoom-in and out, and multi-touching. In addition, it also has different input modes such as, touch mouse pan mode, touchpad mode, desktop panning mode, trackball mode and D-pad pan mode. There are some features also being included in this proposed prototype which are support Wifi, 3G connection, able to remotely access IOS devices (Iphone, Ipad) and able to run through a secure network.
III. Proposed System Design
This section presents two important factors of the proposed application which are: Client Application and Server Application. The major components of the proposed application and some of the important algorithm are highlighted in detail.
The Client Application
The client side application developed using the Android SDK and installed on user devices as an .apk. Based on the platform using Android Software Development kit [7] , this application was written using the Java Programming Language and was designed to This section explains how the client application works and flows. First, the client application has to connect to the Wi-Fi connection so that it can connect to the server and run in parallel. The client application extracts the XML file from the .apk file to generate the main screen which is Graphical User Interface (GUI). The application GUI will then await an input from the user. After the action has been performed, it will send a command to the server. After it has been processed, the server sends back the action to application GUI and updates the input back to the user as expected. The process of client and server has to be worked in parallel, because client will not carry out its task if server does not own an operation. Fig. 1 shows the program flow of client when it starts the service and performs actions. Client always send request to the listener when it wants to establish connection or start service. Before the client able to send request to the listener, it has to get the IP address and port number from the user. After the client and the server get connected successfully, the user can perform zooming, pointing, clicking and file browsing so that client not just observe the server's desktop passively but actively interact with it.
The Server Application
For the server side, the server is working parallel with client. The server has to create a socket and listen to the particular port. The server has to authenticate the password before accepting the connection. Lastly, server will process the request and send the response to the client. Fig. 2 tells that the program flow of server interacts with client. Client gets connected to the server with the server's IP address and password via Wifi or 3G. Server is always in listening mode until it gets request from the server. With the request sent from the client, the handshaking is established. The IP address of the server and the password transmits the first frame after handshaking is done. 
Software Development Kit
To build applications for the Android platform, the developers use a Java based software development kit, which is the Android SDK. The Android SDK includes development tools, source codes for sample project, an emulator and the necessary libraries to create Android applications. Applications are run on Dalvik which is a custom-built virtual machine that runs on top of a Linux Kernel [8] . The libraries in the SDK using XML and the graphical input assist in building the graphical user interface of an Android application. This ensures that the scheme created by the developer is uniform for the application and between applications. View and ViewGroup objects are used to create the user interface in an Android application. View objects are the fundamental units of user interface expression on the Android platform [9] . Views have attributes which can be used to configure their appearance and behaviour. A ViewGroup is responsible for arranging other views. ViewGroups is also called layout managers. The base class for these layout managers is the android.view.ViewGroup class which extends the View Class [10] .
Important Source Codes Implementation
The codes for each major activity in the client-side application are shown in the figures below. All of the source codes are written in Java programming language and run in Eclipse. OnCreateOptionMenu code is shown in Fig. 4 . This OnCreateOptionMenu will be called when the user has started to remote the desktop. Then, the vnccanvasactivity which stored in menu folder in XML format will be called. This code is mainly about graphical layout. 5 shows two elements that appear in the Android Manifest which are uses-sdk and uses-permission. MinSdkVersion for this application is API 5 (Android 2.0), which means for those API level lower than API 5 will not compatible. Besides that, if users are running on API higher than TargetSdkVersion, the system may enable the compatibility behaviour to make sure the application is running in a good manner. Moreover, this application is required to access to the internet, android.permission.INTERNET means to request permission so that the network socket can be opened. 
IV. Implementation Process
The main objective of constructing this application is to remotely access the resources on IOS platform (iPad or iPhone) via Android phones or tablets. This application enables the IOS proprietary applications sharing to Android users in a legal way. The system architecture of the proposed application is shown in Fig.  6 . 
Core Features
Cross platforms connection is the strength in this application. It is able to connect and access to computer, tablets or mobile phones. Several types of remote desktop activities are listed as below: Remote access to Apple iPhone through Android device is our main focus in this application, which is the additional feature to further improve the current remote desktop applications. In order to show the compatibility with the current applications, other platforms are tested as well: remote Window-based computer via emulator and via Android mobile phone. Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the screenshots of connecting to different platforms through Android device or emulator. All these remote desktop activities are done through Wi-Fi connection, EDGE, GPRS or 3G. On the other hand, the server application has to be installed and executed on the targeted platforms in order to allow the access from the users. If the users connect over the internet such as 3G or connect from different networks, router has to be configured such that forward network communication is allowed. 
Application Prototype
There are a few major actions which can be performed after the application has been launched on the device, which are: In order to connect to the server, users are required to insert some of the details, such as nickname, password, and local network address. If the client and the server are in different networks, users are required to do some configuration at the router (Detail explanation see Fig.  14) . At last, users are required to insert the correct port number. The default port number will be 5900. Fig. 11 shows the menu bar of the application via emulator. After the users press the connect button, this client application will try to connect to the particular server. If the client is able to handshake and authenticate successfully, then menu bar will be displayed. With the menu bar, users can have different functions interact with the server but not only observe it passively. Users always interact with the server by sending some text to the server. In order to send text to the server, users will need to tap on the text box and then the keyboard will turn up. As such, users can send text to the server with symbols, numbers and alphabets. Fig. 13 shows the mouse input mode menu via emulator. There are several mouse input modes for adapting the control of the device. Touch Mouse Pan and Zoom is the default mode. With this mode, users can pan display and control the mouse by using touch screen and gestures. Users pan by dragging on the screen and select the particular file by tapping on it. Touchpad Mode is Gesture-Based Interface. It works almost like the touchpad in the laptop. Touch Mouse DPad Pan uses directional pad to pan the display. This can be done by touching the screen to send a mouse click and; touching and sliding to send a mouse drag.
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Router Configuration
DDNS (Dynamic Domain Name Server) is a service allows dynamic IP address to a static hostname in any of the many domains, allowing you DSL router to be more easily accessed from various locations on the internet. 15 shows the virtual server configuration. Users are required to insert the server's port number into the external port start and internal port start, 5900, 5901 or 5902. Furthermore, users have to specific the server IP address. The correctness of the IP address and port number are very important so that the incoming traffic can reach to the particular server.
V. Result
In order to evaluate the stability and the validity of the application, several system testings have been conducted. The testing results are shown in Table 1 . The performance of the application is guaranteed through the testing results and the application is worked well in different scenarios. It is proven that it is possible to access to different platforms anywhere anytime through an Android device, just like a portable computer on hand, with the 3G or Wifi. 
VI. Conclusion
The rapid growth of the technology nowadays is driving the users to higher expectation towards the functionality of the mobile phones. Different operating systems of the mobile phones would allow different applications to be installed. Currently, the famous operating systems such as IOS, Android and Windows have played an important role in the advancement of mobile applications. This proposed application fulfills the demand of the market trend in the sense to control IOS device from the Android phone or tablet. It is aimed to provide a simple and convenience way for the users to have everything in one device on hand for the purpose of working, entertainment or studying. The greatest achievement from the development of this application is the flexibility of remote access to different platforms through the Android device, especially the Apple iPhone or iPad. Besides that, Wi-Fi and 3G functions are successfully implemented in the application. Furthermore, the proposed application is completed with various types of operations such as, text input, pinch gesture, zoom-in and out, and multitouching. In addition, different types of input modes have been included such as touch mouse pan mode, touchpad mode, desktop panning mode, trackball mode and D-pad pan mode. As conclusion, this application is claimed to successfully perform real-time and responsive communication across different platforms. Yet it is enhanced to allow the sharing of IOS proprietary applications to Android users in a legal way.
